Chapter IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter discuss about data finding and discussion. In data findings the researcher will classify the dialogue that have identification before and have a conflict there. In data findings the researcher divides the dialogue by three factors that become main factors of conflict. After that, the researcher is classify the dialogue and then interpret the dialogue. The researcher will interpretation and discuss by using three factors that become main factors of conflict itself.

4.1 Finding

Data findings explain about the data of three factors that causes in that film. The three factors are authority, ambition and social status. These factors are very important, because of this analysis is focus to the conflict of fight for throne in “The Other Boleyn Girl” film. Then the researcher has found the three factors that become of main factors of that conflict. During the researcher watched the film to classify the dialogue, the researcher found 22 dialogues that has conflict and become the data of this analysis. There are 5 data for Authority, 4 data for Social status and 13 data for ambition.

4.1.1 Authority

By classified the data, the researcher found 5 data about authority as a major factor of conflict.
Data 01

Catherine of Aragon : was it a boy?
Guard : stillborn, your majesty
Catherine of Aragon : No brother for you, to make this country safe. I'm sorry.

(Act, 00:04:57,139 – 00:05:22,689)

These conversations are between Queen Katherine of Aragon, guard and her daughter. This is happened in her bedroom, when she just lost her son. She was cried and her daughter very upset to know that. In this scene, queen has a conflict. The sentence “No brother for you, to make this country safe, I’m sorry” from the Queen Catherine is emphasize that in that Kingdom Boy is important to keep their next authority. She can not get a son, for her generation to continue the power or the authority. This situation makes queen sad, because the King and Queen desperate want to get a son to keep their authority. She is very sad to know that she lost her son.

Data 02

Thomas Boleyn : How is His Majesty?
Norfolk : These are difficult times, Thomas. The king and queen, once happily married now barely speak. The failure to provide a male heir has consumed them. The queen has lost yet another child, a boy. I imagine it won't be long before, he seeks solace with a mistress.

(Act, 00:07:39,568 - 00:08:01,681)

These conversations are between Thomas Boleyn and duke of Norfolk. In a room, they discuss it after the party of Marry Boleyn and William Carey married. Based on the dialogue above we can see about how really important to get a boy for to keep the throne or the authority at that time. The queen tried hard to get a boy, but she always missing her son. It has given a bad consequence for King and Queen Relationship as a husband and
wife. Also it make the king upset whoever the king is really want to get a son to continue his authority as a King.

➢ Data 03

Queen Catherine: So, the Boleyn whores two formers ladies in mind. What did I do to upset you that you should turn against me like this?
Anne Boleyn: **You failed to give England an heir.**
Queen Catherine: And that upsets you so?
Anne Boleyn: What upsets the king upsets me.
Queen Catherine: How dare you? You want me to creep away and become a nun? Well, I shall not. You want me to lie before God and admit my first marriage was consummated? Well, it was not. **You want me to retire and give up my daughter's claim as sole rightful heir to the throne?** Well, I shall not. Not in a thousand years. Not if you rack me to within an inch of my life. I am Katherine, queen of England, the king's one true wife and mother of the heir to the throne. Beloved of the people and beloved of the King you have bewitched.  

(Act, 01:15:43,109 - 01:16:38,259)

These conversations are between Queen Catherine and Anne, when she walking to go to the court. She talks seriously with Anne and explain to Anne she will keep her throne as a Queen strongly. In this conversation, is really clear that Queen Catherine of Aragon will keep her throne strongly as a Queen in that Kingdom and will keep her daughter to be a next queen for keep that kingdom. She do not want if she will send to nunnery and will become a nun, she will keep her daughter as the generation to continue their authority. She is angry to Anne and blame Anne has bewitched her husband.

➢ Data 04

Queen Catherine: My lord, how have I offended you? **I have been a true, obedient wife.**  
**I have loved all those whom you loved and given you children though it has pleased God to take them away.** If there is any just cause against me I will happily depart to my shame and dishonor but I tell you, as God is my witness, there is none. So I beg you, dear husband, to spare me this humiliation. But if you will not and you wish
to challenge the validity of our marriage then let it be in a proper court and by the only authority I recognize. His Holiness himself, the Pope.

(Act, 01:17:07.060 - 01:17:56.906)

That statement is from Queen Catherine when she was in the court and faces all the royal officials and the King to keep her position as a Queen in that Kingdom. From that statement shows the Queen Catherine fighting hard to keep her position as a Queen in that Kingdom. She is tell to the King that she was being a good wife for him, and have given son for the King, even finally God is take them away. She also told to the King, hearing on the validity of their marriage opposition must be resolved with the pope in the court. She try to keep her authority as a Queen strongly.

- Data 05

Queen Catherine : I know you. You have decided but it grieves you. Will you destroy your marriage, your country, your soul before God on the whim of one girl because she denies you? Because she tortures you with her refusal? You think she doesn't know exactly what she's doing? She wants me to step aside. Where is my wise husband? Where is he? You are a king so be one.

(Act, 01:19:09.248 - 01:19:47.047)

This statement is from Queen Catherine to King Henry in a room. She is begging to King for think his plan to rid her again. From this statement, shows that Queen Catherine try hard to persuade the King to cancel his plan for rid her as a queen. She also give several statement that affect King’s mind about Anne. She tell that, Anne just want to rid Queen Catherine as a queen in order Anne will get position to become a Queen replace her position.

4.1.2 Social Status
By classified the data, the researcher found 4 data about social status as a major factor of conflict.

- **Data 01**

  Norfolk: *You imagine the riches and influence that would give us? If we could help the king with this delicate matter?*

  Thomas Boleyn: What about Anne?

  (Act, 00:08:10,032 - 00:08:20,898)

  These conversations are between Thomas Boleyn and Norfolk. In a room, they still continue their discuss about the problem of King and Queen. The problem of King and Queen who can provide a male heir was know of Norfolk. He will use this opportunity to get a good or high position in a kingdom. He persuades Thomas to give her daughter to be a mistress of King and it will be give a good effect for their position.

- **Data 02**

  Anne Boleyn: To divert the king. The king of England himself on his visit.
  Mary Boleyn: Divert him?
  Mary Boleyn: He has a wife.
  Anne Boleyn: I know. But who knows what could happen? *If he liked me, I'd be married off to a duke. I could be a happy duchess.*

  (Act, 00:13:56,678 - 00:14:18,663)

  These conversations are between Anne and Mary in a bedroom. It is in the morning when they are folding a cloth and smoothed. From the conversation above, show that Anne was agree or accept the challenged from her uncle to become a mistress of King. With the aim, her uncle will get a new high position and Boleyn family will get a good
position in a Kingdom. Here Anne still focus that after she will a mistress of the King she will get a duchess for being her husband.

➢ Data 03

Norfolk : Mary, you've obviously made a deep impression on the king. He's requested that you come to court with immediate effect.

Thomas : The king has secured for you, a position in the queen's household.

Mary : But I don't want to go to court. Nor does my husband.

William : The king has also offered me a position as a gentleman of the Privy Council.

(Act, 00:23:34.288 - 00:24:00.978)

These conversations are between Norfolk, Thomas, Mary and William after the King back to the Kingdom. In a room they discuss about their plan and talking about the interested of King to Mary. Plans that had been developed previously changed, caused by accident while hunting in the forest king. The accident was caused by Anne insisted on chasing prey animals and resulted in the king fell. This makes Norfolk change previous plans that ask Anne weeks to divert the king, because the king eventually fall in love with Mary. From the conversation above, we can see that Norfolk and Thomas are persuade Mary to become a mistress of the King. It is still about their plan to get a good position in that Kingdom. William also try to convince Mary with his new good position in that Kingdom in order Mary will accept the offer. If Mary accept the offer of the King, it will change their social status and they will get a good position in the Kingdom.

➢ Data 04

Norfolk : Katherine of Aragon will never give Henry Tudor a son. But if Mary could give him a child, and that child could be a boy.

(Act, 00:37:52.245 - 00:38:04.484)
This statement is out from Norfolk when he was talked with Thomas. Before it the also talked with Lady Elizabeth, but Norfolk ask her to got out from that room. Based on the statement above, it clear if Mary will give a son for the King it will be a good things for change the social status of Boleyn family. They will get a good position in that kingdom.

4.1.3 Ambition

By classified the data, the researcher found 13 data about ambition as a major factor of conflict.

- **Data 01**
  
  Lady Elizabeth : Anne understands nothing. She's just a child. Tell me, when was it that people stopped thinking of ambition as a sin and started thinking of it as a virtue?
  
  Thomas Boleyn : That's easy for you to say.

  (Act, 00:12:47,776 - 00:13:00,778)

These conversations are between Lady Elizabeth Boleyn and Thomas Boleyn in a room. They discuss seriously about Norfolk and Thomas plan to invite the King for introduce Anne to King. Lady Elizabeth Boleyn is really angry with the plan of Thomas and Norfolk to give Anne as a mistress to the King for get a good position in that Kingdom. She want to refuse that plan, because she want to keep her daughter. Thomas Boleyn will keep and do their plan for his ambition to changes their social status.

- **Data 02**
  
  Norfolk : Now that Mary is lying-in, the king will no longer bed her. Out of compassion, he'll visit her every day for, what, a week? The queen will have his head spinning, with pretty little Spanish things. Not to mention
the Seymours and that milky-faced girl of theirs. **We must influence him in our favor with whatever means we have.**

(Act, 00:48:49,335 - 00:49:11,417)

This statement is out from Norfolk when he was talk with Thomas Boleyn in a room. They was talk, after know Mary have to keep carefully her children. Because it is a good chance for them, as they know about Mary have pregnant. Based on the statement of Norfolk above, it is really clear that ambition of Norfolk to keep strongly Mary pregnant in order to make their plan running well. Because if they negligent in keep Mary’s pregnancy and conditions of relationships between Mary and King, it will broke their previous plan.

- **Data 03**

Anne Boleyn: How dare he? You see, I have your interests at heart.
Mary Boleyn: Why? Why this cruelty? You know I love him.
Anne Boleyn: Well, **perhaps you should stop.**

(Act, 00:58:54,068 - 00:59:14,316)

These conversations are between Anne and Mary in a bedroom. Anne comes to Mary and talking about her pregnancy. Meanwhile the Servant comes to the bedroom for giving again a gift from King to Anne which has refused of Anne before. From the conversation above, it is clear Mary is worry with Anne’s come back again In the Kingdom. She knows that Anne will do something to get King back. Because Anne was think that Mary is treason to her. Mary take away the King from Anne, and it make Anne disappointed. Now, when Anne’s back it make Mary’s worry because she afraid if Anne will take King from her. Anne ask to Mary for stop to love the King, because she have an ambition to do her plan for take King back to her.
Norfolk: Damn you. Not a single detail was left to chance. In the moment of our greatest glory.
Anne: Glory? What glory? A mistress gave a man a bastard, No more.
Norfolk: A male bastard. A son.
Anne: The queen may yet, give birth to a son.
Norfolk: The queen no longer bleeds.
Anne: Can you be sure?

Norfolk: One of her physicians. The moment this family provides a son he turns his back on it on your account. **You better have a plan, and that plan had better work.**

(Act, 01:05:20,120 - 01:05:50,539)

These conversations are between Anne and Norfolk who was angry to Anne. He considers that Anne was broke their plan which set previous. In that room, there are Lady Elizabeth and Thomas Boleyn who see the their feud. Anne give the King chance to get her love, in their plan to be a queen and will given a Son for the King to keep his authority. From the conversation above, it show to us about Norfolk anger to Anne who was broke their previous plan it also broke his ambition. Norfolk ask to Anne to make a better plan from their plan before. In Anne’s mind, Mary’s son is a bastard and it doesn’t have a strong law to legitimate Mary’s son as a King’s son too. So Mary’s son can not help Norfolk ad Boleyn family to get a high position at all.

Lady Elizabeth: And what about Mary? And her child? Or have we forgotten about them already?
Anne: Mary and her bastard child will go back to the country. **It is the king's wish, and mine.**

(Act, 01:06:01,328 - 01:06:10,937)
These conversations are between Lady Elizabeth and Anne, still in that room who Thomas and Norfolk there. Lady Elizabeth ask to Anne about Mary with her son. Anne has a plan to send Mary and her son to go back to the country. She do this one, to take away Mary from the King, in order her ambition to become a Queen and will get a boy to King will running smoothly.

Data 06

Anne : Love is of no value without power and position. If I give the king a son, he will not bear the name "bastard".
Mary : What you suggest is treason. He cannot marry you. He has his queen.
Anne : Who cannot produce a male heir.
Mary : You've reached too high, as always.
Anne : The king will deal with Katherine. You'll hear about it from where I'm sending you. You are to go back to Rochford.

(Act, 01:07:20,407 - 01:07:54,267)

These conversations are between Anne Boleyn with her sister Mary Boleyn in the morning. She come in to Mary bedroom and tells everything about her ambitions. Mary was crying when she know about that. From the conversation above, is show to us about Anne’s ambition to become a Valid Queen and will give a son for the King without “bastard” for her son later. She is believe that she can give a son for the King to keep King’s authority. She fighting to make out Queen Katherine of Aragon as a Valid Queen at that time. And now, she will send her sister Mary and her son to the country.

Data 07

King Henry : Your sister is gone, as you wished. Will you give yourself to me now?
Anne : No, when you are loyal to me above all others.
King Henry : But I am.
Anne : No, you are loyal to the queen above all others.
King Henry : I barely see Katherine.
Anne: But she sits on a throne beside you. Your right hand in matters of state.

King Henry: For appearances' sake only.

Anne: Still, she is your queen and ever present. I feel her eyes on me and those of her spies. Look at us, forever reduced to meeting in secret like this. Speaking in whispers, hardly conducive to passion.

King Henry: Well, what would you have me do?

(Act, 01:09:07,481 - 01:09:51,657)

These conversations are between King Henry and Anne Boleyn in a room. This conversation happened after Anne success to send Mary Boleyn to the country. She meet with King Henry to discuss about their plan and persuade King Henry to get position as a new Queen. Based on the conversation above, Anne is persuading King Henry to take out Queen Katherine of Aragon as a valid queen and replace with her. In order if she was married with King Henry, her children will get legal. She is try hard to persuade the King for her ambition to running well.

Data 08

King Henry: Wolsey has agreed to draw up plans to send the queen to a nunnery. This will leave you all alone in court, Queen in all but name. in this assurance enough for you? Will you give your self to me now?

Anne: My lord, I desire nothing more. But as long as we remain unmarried any child I gave you would be dubbed "bastard". And I a whore, do you really wish that for me?

King Henry: What alternative is there? Katherine is my wife.

Anne: I really do not know, why we waste our time talking of convents when you could simply annul the marriage. Then you my sweet lord, will be free to remarry. And I could give my self to you fully, give you everything you desire.

(Act, 01:10:07,874 - 01:11:13,898)

These conversations are between King Henry and Anne Boleyn, they meet again in a room. It was happening after the king force to the senior royal official to get a reason or
legal way to rid the Queen Catherine of Aragon. King Henry ask to Anne to give her self
to him for satisfied his desire. But again and again, Anne refuse that until she will
become a valid Queen in that Kingdom. From the conversation above, we can see how
the ambition of Anne and her way to persuade King Henry hardly. Se always fighting to
get the high position for become a Queen by persuading the King to give herself later for
satisfied King desire. She persuade King to do some way, in order the Queen Catherine of
Aragon will take away from the kingdom and will send to the Nunnery.

➢ Data 09

Norfolk : It's a disaster.
Thomas : Why? If the trial continues, the bishops will still find in the king’s favor.
Norfolk : Yes, but without the endorsement of the Pope, the result will be hollow.
The people will never support it.
Anne : Why does the king give Rome such power? He should simply take
matters into his own hands and annul the marriage.
Lady Elizabeth: No, that would mean breaking with the Catholic Church. His faith would
never allow that.
Norfolk : Nor his good sense. Breaking with Rome would isolate England
politically and leave us at the mercy of the Protestants.
Anne : But the alternative is leaving England without a male heir and risking
civil war. The very thing Henry fears most. I need to make him
understand that this will be worth it when I am his queen and give
him a son.

(Act, 01:18:11,658 - 01:19:03,205)

These conversations are between Norfolk, Thomas Boleyn, Lady Elizabeth and Anne
Boleyn in a room. Mary and George Boleyn were also in that room, but they don’t speak
up about that problem. They discuss seriously about the next plan after they listen the
request of Queen Catherine of Aragon who try hard to keep her position as a Queen.
From this conversation, they discuss about the problem about the King who want to rid
Queen Catherine as his wife and the Queen in that kingdom and what is the next plan that
their to do. It does not easy, because it has to legitimating from the pope. It also will broke the condition of Catholic church and breaking the Roma. But Anne also has her own argument. She thinks that if King Henry did not get a Boy it will make a civil war. She have to push her self to make King Henry convince that this condition will be good if she will be a Queen and give him a son.

Data 10

King Henry : Now you will give yourself to me.
Anne : I thought I had made myself clear. Until we're married, there's no ques...
King Henry : Damn you! I have torn this country apart for you!
Anne : For which you should thank me, not be angry.
King Henry : Broken with Rome
Anne : Freed your self from the decadence of a corrupt Church.
King Henry : I've got rid of a good woman in the queen.
Anne : A husk who failed you, whose Spanish blood shackles you to Rome.
King Henry : For which I will be excommunicated.
Anne : And instead, become head of a new church the Church of England.
                 Closer to God.
King Henry : Silence! Damn you.
Anne : Let go of me. You're hurting me.
King Henry : you'll show me it was worth my while.

(Act, 01:20:26,325 - 01:21:03,388)

These conversations are between Anne Boleyn and King Henry in a room. King Henry go to the room to meet with Anne. He really angry to Anne, but as usually Anne try to do several persuade to King Henry and go to close with him. But King Henry really angry and hold her hand roughly. From these conversations is really clear that King Henry is really angry to Anne. But Anne with her ambition never lost several ways to persuade the King to rid Queen Catherine. She tell that broke with Roma will give a good
advantages to King Henry. The King will become a new head of England church. Also
will rid the Queen who failed to be a Queen and give a son for him.

➢ **Data 11**

Anne: How could he do this to me?

Mary: Anne, you need rest.

Anne: If I do not produce a son, who will help me? *Without a boy, he will pass me*

*over. I will not let him.*

(Act, 01:27:22.007 - 01:27:30.148)

These conversations are between Anne and Mary who hug Elizabeth and try to make
Anne calm down. But Anne is worried with her condition and position. She just see King
Henry walk together with Jane Seymour, and it will be a big threat for her position as a
Queen. Anne worried with her condition and position. She worried if she could not give a
son for King Henry, the King can pass her away and rid her like he do to Queen
Catherine of Aragon. Anne convince herself will try hard to keep the King and will not
let him.

➢ **Data 12**

Norfolk: The queen is with child but the situation is delicate. So your concern has just
cause but keep your counsel for now. This pregnancy is precarious. If it is a boy,
then the Boleys will be untouchable. But if it is a girl or a stillborn then they
and everyone connected with them will perish. And that includes you. **So you
and I need to work together, Jane.**

(Act, 01:29:16.355 - 01:29:45.642)

This statement is from Norfolk to Jane Parker who as George wife’s in a room.
Norfolk explains something and persuades Jane to work with him. Jane just listen it
carefully and nod. From this statement, there is a worried from Norfolk. The baby is in
the stomach of Anne could be a problem for them. If the baby is son, the Boleys will be
untouchable because of the son will be a next generation to keep the authority or throne. However if the baby is daughter or stillborn, the Boleyn families and everyone who connected with them will perish and Norfolk did not want it happened. Based from that Norfolk persuade Jane to work with him for avoid the bad things that will happened next. Because, it will broke his ambition to get a good position in that Kingdom.

- Data 13

Anne: I feel his eyes on me. Staring at me, wondering why I do not show.
Mary: You haven't told him?
Anne: Well, soon the truth will be out, that I cannot bear children. He will have me burned as a witch.
Mary: But there's still time. You could yet fall pregnant.
Anne: He won't lie with me and risk damaging the child he believes I'm carrying. No, Must I spell it out?
Mary: But lying with another man would be treason. Stop it. Anne, it’s madness.
Anne: No, don't you see? You're my only hope.
Mary: I can't listen, it's monstrous.
Anne: Mary.
Mary: No. Come, George.
Anne: George, please? My life depends on it.
Mary: may god have mercy on you both

(Act, 01:32:10,562 - 01:33:24,830)

These conversations are between Anne, Mary and George Boleyn in a room. They are discuss about Anne’s condition who lost her baby. Anne is cry with her condition. She is try to find out the way to get any baby again. She frustrated and depressed, and finally she get a plan to get a baby again. She is beg to George her brother, in order George will follow her plan. Mary who knows this plan, try to avoid this forbidden plan but Anne is stubborn to do that. Based from this conversation is show that Anne frustrated and depression with her condition. Lost her baby is a big problem to her. Whereas, her ambition to become a Queen have reached but now she have a problem to
give a son for the King to keep his authority. She try hard to find out the way to get a baby again. And finally one plan is appear to her mind. She want to get a baby again with her brother George. She want to do forbidden ways “incest” in order to get a baby and keep her position as a Queen.

4.2 DISCUSSION

In this part discusses about the factors that triggered the characters in the movie to fight for throne. The analysis covers three major factors that causes the conflict in that film; they are authority, ambition and social status. Those factors are found in the movie. The data are utterances and acts of the characters that have indication of authority, ambition and social status.

4.2.1 Analysis of Three Major factors

This part is consist of analyze the three major factors in the conflict. The three major factors that causes the conflict in this film are Authority, Social status and ambition. They have strong relation each other. However in a Kingdom, the determination of who will be the heir for the throne or to keep the authority is important. It causes of Kingdom in England is adopts Monarchy, who will keep the power or the authority from generation to generation. Moreover, it become a main issues that causes the conflict in this film, beside the three majors that mention above.

➢ Authority

Authority is one thing which can not be separated with royal life. There are types of authority, one of them is Monarchy. England is one of the countries who adopt the
Monarchy. As we know that Monarchy is give the power or keep the authority from generation to generation. Authority in the Kingdom is one thing that important. The King and Queen have to get a boy for keep their authority. The rules of Monarchy in England is given a full power to the oldest son is reflected On the Other Boleyn Girl film. The authority of King Henry VIII will continue to their son. However in the fact, Queen Catherine of Aragon can not give a son for King Henry to keep their authority. It is reflected in the statement of Queen Catherine of Aragon to her daughter

“No brother for you, to make this country safe. I’m sorry”.

(Act, 00:04:57,139 – 00:05:22,689)

This statement means that son is important in the Kingdom. This case also happened to the King Henry in his true life.

“Unfortunately, Catherine did not bear Henry the sons he was desperate for; Catherine’s first child, a daughter, was stillborn, and her second child, a son named Henry, Duke of Cornwall, died 52 days after the birth”. (Tudor Dynasty, para. 9)

Queen Catherine of Aragon always try to get a son, but always failed. This case makes Queen sad and depressed. Because she knows that the King have wait for a long time and really want to have a son for to keep his authority. So, when he knows that the Queen can not give him a son he really angry and disappointed. The conflict of Queen Catherine who always failed to give a son make them barely speak and make their relation bad. This problem is known by the duke of Norfolk, which already has a plan to raise his position and dignity of the Boleyn family. He knows that it will make the King to looking for a mistress to make him happy and can give him a son. Thomas Howard or duke of Norfolk is try to persuade Thomas Boleyn to give her daughter Anne Boleyn who not married yet to the King for being her Mistress. This thing that becomes a main
conflict to defense authority, in this case Queen Catherine of Aragon was a very prominent figure in hold and try to keep her authority in the kingdom. When she knows that King will marry with Anne Boleyn, she try hard to refuse the plan. Especially when she knows that Anne have a plan to rid her as a Queen in that Kingdom and will send her to a nunnery. She try to keep her authority as a Queen in that Kingdom. Queen Catherine of Aragon heard that, they will rid her self as a Queen by use the reason that her marriage with King Henry VIII is not valid. However she do not accept the reason, because she realize that her marriage with King Henry VIII is valid.

“He had been betrothed to his brother's widow Catherine of Aragon, and in spite of the protest which he had been made to register against the marriage, and of the doubts expressed by Pope Julius II and Archbishop Warham as to its validity, it was completed in the first few months of his reign”. (King Henry VII, para. 2)

Queen Catherine fighting to keep her authority, It is reflected in her statement

“You want me to creep away and become a nun? Well, I shall not. You want me to lie before God and admit my first marriage was consummated? Well, it was not. You want me to retire and give up my daughter's claim as sole rightful heir to the throne? Well, I shall not. Not in a thousand years. Not if you rack me to within an inch of my life. I am Katherine, queen of England, the king's one true wife and mother of the heir to the throne. Beloved of the people and beloved of the King you have bewitched”.

(Act, 01:16:00,727 - 01:16:38,259)

Queen Catherine is angry to Anne Boleyn who broke her relationship with the King. She emphasize to Anne that she will hold and keep her authority as a Queen in that Kingdom strongly. She will keep her daughter claims as sole rightful heir to the throne and will keep strongly her marriage with King Henry VIII. She also fight to keep her authority in the court in front of all the royal officials. She asked to the King for
accountable their validity marriage in front of the King. It is reflected in Queen Catherine statement

“but if you will not, and you wish to challenge the validity of our marriage then let it be in a proper court and by only authority I recognize. His holiness himself, the pope”.

(Act, 01:17:40,360 - 01:17:56,906)

This statement, means that Queen Catherine of Aragon fight hard to keep her authority as a true Queen in that kingdom. She also try to persuade the King to think again his plan to rid her as his wife and the Queen. She begging to the King, but the King is so hard with his desire to get rid of Queen Catherine, although the king could get a problem with Anne Boleyn to refuse it. However in the end, they success to get rid the Queen Catherine to the nunnery. Eventually it make King Henry also broke with the Catholic of Roma, because Catholic do not allow a divorced.

“In order to allow Henry to divorce his wife, the English parliament enacted laws breaking ties with Rome, and declaring the king Supreme Head of the Church of England (from Elizabeth I the monarch is known as the Supreme Governor of the Church of England), thus severing the ecclesiastical structure of England from the Catholic Church and the Pope”." (Tudor Dynasty, para. 10)

All the things was done by the king because of his desire that can not be stopped is to have a full Anne, because in real life the king also begin to feel bored with Queen Catherine who started getting old and driven by his passion as a great lover.

“Along with Henry's concern that he would not have an heir, it was also obvious to his court that he was becoming tired of his aging wife, who was much older than he”. (Tudor Dynasty, para.9)

This case is absolutely make Anne Boleyn happy, because the Authority as Queen in that Kingdom will be comes true.
Social Status

Social status is close with the royal life. Every people in this world, want to changes their social status from lower status to be a higher status. Like the maxim that we have heard “from zero to hero”. The Other Boleyn Girl film show to us, how are the Boleyn family changes their social status hardly. From their uncle Thomas Howard or duke of Norfolk, the person who have a big plan to changed his position to get a good and high position. Beside Thomas Howard, there is Thomas Boleyn who Father’s of Boleyn that want to changed his social status from minor diplomat to get a good or high position. It is reflected in their dialogue

Norfolk: “you imagine the riches and influence that would give us? If we could help the king with this delicate matter”

Thomas Boleyn: “how about Anne?”

(Act, 00:08:10,032 – 00:08:20,898)

This dialogue is explained about their plan to offer Anne Boleyn for become a mistress to the King. In order, if King accepts their plan it will give a good impact for their life especially for Anne. It is reflected in Anne statement

“I know, but who knows what could happen? If he liked me, I’d be married of to a duke. I could be happy a duchess”.

(Act, 00:14:09,891 - 00:14:18,663)

This statement is reflected that Anne want to improve her social status position. But, their plan that previously set to offer Anne to the king is changed. The king fall in love to Mary Boleyn that Anne’s sister who tractable than Anne who more stubborn. While at that time Mary has married with Henry Percy. However, in not become a big problem for
them. Because, the King has offer a high position to Henry Percy in the Kingdom. Even Mary do several way to refuse the plan, but she not success. Finally, the King can get full of Mary until Mary have pregnant the King’s child. After that the King really proof to the Boleyn family that he will give a good life and high position for them, and absolutely it changes their social status. It is reflected in Thomas Boleyn statement

“I am to become an earl, your brother a viscount. In addition, we have received a number of new grants and estates. So our debts are paid, and more.”

(Act, 00:45:22,195 - 00:45:29,701)

- Ambition

Ambition is one interesting topic and also really closer with word of “throne”. Every people in this world have their own ambition to become what their want. Ambition is should become a main issues in this film. Because there are a lot of ambition of Boleyn families that reflected in this film, especially the ambition of Anne. Anne Boleyn have her own ambition in her life. One of big her ambition is want to be a Queen. Beside it, her father Thomas Boleyn also have ambition for Anne. He is really wish that Anne will make his ambition to running smoothly. However the Lady Elizabeth or Boleyn’s Mather have try to refuse that plan, but Thomas Boleyn still with his plan before to offer his daughter Anne for become a mistress of King. It is reflected in their dialogue

Lady Elizabeth: “Anne understand nothing. She’s just a child. Tell me, when was it that people stopped thinking of ambition as a sin and started thinking of it as a virtue?”

Thomas Boleyn: “that’s easy for you to say”.

(Act, 00:12:47,776 – 00:13:00,778)

This dialogue, is clear that Thomas Boleyn is really want his ambition will success, in order he and his family will get a good or high position in the Kingdom. Norfolk and
Thomas Boleyn do several ways for carry out their ambition. When Mary is success to captivate the King and still keep her children in the partitioned place. They worried if King Henry VIII will try to find another girl for to get her desire. So, they ask to Anne for come back from France that the place of Anne which get punish. It is reflected in the statement of Norfolk

“now that Mary is lying-in, the king will no longer bed her. Out of compassion, he’ll visit her everyday for what a week? The queen will have his head spinning, with pretty little Spanish things. Not to mention the Seymour and that milky faced girl of theirs. We must influence him in our favor with whatever means we have”.

(Act, 00:48:49,335 – 00:49:11,417)

Norfolk do not want make his plan broke, he keep it hardly. However, the plan of Norfolk to ask Anne come back to the Kingdom is begin of the problem. Anne with her ambition to take King back, broke all Norfolk plan. It is reflected in their dialogue


Anne Boleyn: “well, perhaps you should stop”.

(Act, 00:59:05,279 - 00:59:14,316)

This is make Mary sad, while she have pregnant the baby of King. Anne have a big ambition to take the King back to her, because she thinks that Mary also do that to her. She do not care to Mary’s baby, in her mind Mary’s baby is a bastard. Because of Mary and King Henry VIII is not married. Mary finally gave birth a boy who does not get the recognition from the king. Because of the king so fall in love with Anne Boleyn who has just return from France with so many better changes in her self. It made King Henry VIII became so love like crazy to her. In real life, the king had sent many letters to Anne which is now the letters were still in Venetia Museum.
“The king himself fell in love with the young maid. What is known is that Anne's sister, Mary Boleyn, one of the king's mistresses, had introduced her to Henry VIII, and that the king wrote love letters to Anne Boleyn circa 1525”. (Anne Boleyn Biography, para. 3)

On the other side, Norfolk is angry to Anne, because he thinks that Anne is broke his plan. However, Anne with her ambition fights to keep it. She emphasize to Norfolk, Mary’s son is a bastard. It can bring or give a greatest glory to their Family. it is reflected in their dialogue

Norfolk: “Damn you, not a single detail was left to chance. In the moment of our greatest glory.”
Anne Boleyn: “Glory? What glory? A mistress gave a man bastard, no more”. (Act, 01:05:20,120 – 01:05:30,856)

In this dialogue that is show to us that Norfolk is angry to Anne. He thinks that Anne broke all his great plan, his ambition to get a high position. But, Anne still with her ambition to take the Kings back. To make her plan will run smoothly, she is want to send her sister Mary and her bastard son to the country. Anne who success make the King Henry VIII fall in love to her, will use this chance to raise her ambition to become a Queen. King Henry also promise to her will love her self than another.

“In one of the king's letters, he wrote to Anne: "If you ... give yourself up, heart, body and soul to me ... I will take you for my only mistress, rejecting from thought and affection all others save yourself, to serve only you”. (Anne Boleyn Biografi, para. 4)

The plan of Anne to send her sister to the Country is not known by Mary. Until in the morning, Anne comes to Mary bedroom. She tell about all the ambition and will give a son which no Bastard to the King Henry. It is reflected in their dialogue

Anne : Love is of no value without power and position. If I give the king a son, he will not bear the name "bastard".
Mary : What you suggest is treason. He cannot marry you. He has his queen.
Anne : Who cannot produce a male heir.
Mary: You’ve reached too high, as always.
Anne: The king will deal with Katherine. You'll hear about it from where I'm sending you. You are to go back to Rochford.

(Act, 01:07:20,407 - 01:07:54,267)

In this scene, we can see how about the big ambition of Anne to become a Queen and will give a son for King Henry VIII to continue his authority. Even though Mary remind to Anne about the exist of Queen Catherine of Aragon that still as a Queen in that kingdom. But, Anne do not care about that. Eventually, Anne can send her sister Mary to the country. Then, King Henry VIII with his strong desire to Anne ask for give her self full to the King. However, Anne refuse that with her sweet talk as usually. She ask to King Henry for loyal to her self as a Queen, after that she will give her self to the King.

“Anne replied with rejection, however, explaining that she aimed to be married, not a mistress: ”Your wife I cannot be, both in respect of mine own unworthiness, and also because you have a queen already. Your mistress I will not be”. (Anne Boleyn Biography, para. 4)

Eventually, King Henry VIII is force to his Chief minister cardinal Thomas Wolsey to find the way for rid the Queen Catherine of Aragon from his authority. After that, King Henry is convince to Anne that he has done what she want. He persuade to Anne for give her self to him. However, Anne still refuse the desire. She tell to the King, if she will give a son for him the son will be a bastard. It is reflected in their dialogue.

King Henry: Wolsey has agreed to draw up plans to send the queen to a nunnery. This will leave you all alone in court, Queen in all but name. in this assurance enough for you? Will you give your self to me now?
Anne: My lord, I desire nothing more. But as long as we remain unmarried any child I gave you would be dubbed "bastard".

(Act, 01:10:07,874 - 01:10:36,594)
In this scene is really clear that Anne try to persuade the King for rid the Queen immediately. However to rid the Queen Catherine of Aragon is not easy like she imagine. Because, it is has a strong relation with the Catholic Roma. If the King want to rid the Queen Catherine it means that he also broke their relation with the Catholic Roma. Also the divorce is have a legitimating from the pope.

“When it became clear to Henry that the Tudor dynasty was at risk, he consulted his chief minister Cardinal Thomas Wolsey about the possibility of divorcing Catherine. Along with Henry's concern that he would not have an heir, it was also obvious to his court that he was becoming tired of his aging wife, who was much older than he. Wolsey visited Rome, where he hoped to get the Pope's consent for a divorce”.

(Tudor dynasty, para. 9)

“Henry tried desperately to get a divorce for the next five years, eventually declaring himself head of the Church in England so he could order his first marriage declared invalid”. (Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, para. 6)

Finally, King Henry is marry with Anne Boleyn. Absolutely, Anne Boleyn is become a new Queen in that Kingdom and she have raise her ambition to become a Queen.

“Henry and Anne married on 25 January 1533 and Anne was crowned Queen of England on 1 June 1533”. (Anne Boleyn, para 3)

After they was married, Anne Boleyn is pregnant. In this case, she have to proof about her ambition can give a son for the King to keep his authority. Whereas, she have rid the Queen Catherine of Aragon with the reason can not give the King a son. Awaited time was arrived, Anne was gave birth a daughter. Certainly, it makes the King disappointed. Because, he always wish to get a son for continue his authority. But, it does not make Anne give up. She have pregnant for several time, but she always lost it.

“Henry and Anne’s daughter Elizabeth (the future Queen Elizabeth I) was born in September 1533. Two more pregnancies ended in miscarriage, in the summer of 1534 and in January 1536.” (History, para. 7)
The failure of Anne to give a son for the King is make a distance to them. King Henry do not want to see Anne again. Indeed, he try to found another woman for his desire and also to get a son for keep his authority like he want before. One day, Anne saw king Henry were walk with Jane Seymour. This case is increase the level depression of Anne. She will do anything to keep her position as a queen and she will try to give a boy to the king. She really worried if the King will fall in love to Jane Seymour.

“Henry VIII's third wife, Queen Jane Seymour succeeded in giving birth to an heir to the crown”. (The six wives of King Henry VIII, para. 5)

The effort of Anne to keep the King is also reflected in their statement,

Anne: “if I do not produce a son, who will help me? Without a boy, he will pass me over. I will not let him”

(Act, 01:27:24,810 – 01: 27:30,148)

From this statement is clear that Anne will keep her authority as a Queen and will try to get a chance for have a son. However, she never get a son because she always lost it. In her depression, she ask to her brother George Boleyn to help her for to get a son. Mary who knows the plan of her sister, try to avoid her plan. She cried and begging, in order Anne and George will do not that plan. Anne with her depressed and her big ambition still force to George for do what she swant. In the other side, Norfolk who know that Anne, still with a baby persuade Jane Parker as a wife of George Boleyn in that film to work with him. Because, if Anne just gave birth a daughter or it stillborn, the everyone who connected in Boleyn family will perish. Therefore, Norfolk is persuade Jane parker to work with him. And when Anne with her ambition to make her plan with George, Jane Parker see they are together in the bedroom. Even though, they do not do anything that forbidden. But, Jane Parker tell to the King. The King Henry very angry to Anne, he is
blame to her and George do the Incest. This problem brings George and Anne to face the capital punishment. This is the end of Anne ambition, that bring his self to face a terrible things in her life.

“Henry had Anne investigated for high treason in April 1536. On 2 May she was arrested and sent to the Tower of London, where she was tried before a jury of peers – which included Henry Percy, her former betrothed, and her own uncle, Thomas Howard – and found guilty on 15 May. She was beheaded four days later”. (Anne Boleyn. Para, 4)

So, who will continue and keep the authority of King Henry? The authority of King Henry is continue of his children. King Henry is the one of King who have a six wives. It makes fight for throne still continue to his children. Elizabeth I is his daughter and Anne Boleyn that has keep the authority for a long time. Even though Elizabeth I is passed difficult ways to become a Queen. She is a great Queen that has makes a lot of changes to her country.

4.2.2 Research contribute to English Language Teaching (ELT)

In a study, the contribution of research to English language teaching is required. Because of study with good value will influence the future of English learning. Language is a part of literature, they are related to each other. The teaching of literature is important in language learning. According to Carter and Long 1991 (in Zuzana Tomkova 2008) there are 3 types of models in teaching literature:

➢ The Cultural Model

The cultural model is defined as the model associated with more teacher centre, transmissive pedagogic mode, which focuses on the text as a product. By using this research, the teacher can teach about the culture of England and also about the historical
of England at that time. In this research there are parts of mental evidence that can support the condition of Kingdom when the reign of King Henry VIII and about his life.

- The language model
  The language model aims to be “more learner-centred and activity-based” and pays attention to the way language is used to put students in touch with some of the more subtle and varied creative uses of the language. By using this research the student can learn about the literature of English and will improve their knowledge about English language. In this research there are dialogues that can help the teacher to explain about the dialogue to the students.

- The personal growth
  As Carter and Long put it, this model prompts individual responses and is associated with learner's involvement in the reading of literary texts which are selected so as to allow learners to react to them from their own experience. In this way the learners are stimulated to read, to make the text their own and to evaluate the text. By using this research, the students can take more values from this research. In this research there is an explain about how the ambition will bring out someone to make several forbidden ways to get what their want. By this research, the students can take a good value that reach what we want in the good way. Because it will makes our self and our family safe and proud. Try to avoid something bad in our life, even we will be the victim of treason. It does not matter, when we standing in the truth side.